Once upon a time, the law changed gently; actively keeping ahead of your students was unnecessary. Now you can have up to the minute information on your desktop. In fact, now you must have up to the minute information on your desktop, because your students are following "blawgs" and subscribing to "feeds" and reading "tweets". While you are asking that elegant Socratic question, they are reading an appellate opinion that had not been published when class began. Some of your peers -and rivals -are doing the same. No matter how unnatural they seem, we must force ourselves to learn how to use the Internet tools that have accelerated current awareness to the point of seeming madness. It is difficult, confusing, frustrating -and so, so important. This paper attempts to smooth your path towards online awareness sanity in the Twenty-First Century.
In prehistoric times 1 , keeping up with the law was a chore -boring but not difficult: Sifting through piles of newsletters, law reviews, advance sheets, and loose-leaf updates. As a law professor, you would read about the latest theories in law reviews published many months after the articles were written. Scholarly debates took years, although you might see some sparks fly at a conference or symposium. Occasionally punctuated by a dramatic Supreme Court decision or a new statute, the law changed gently. Actively keeping ahead of your students was unnecessary.
Now you can have up to the minute information on your desktop. In fact, now you must have up to the minute information on your desktop, because your students are following "blawgs" and subscribing to "feeds" and reading "tweets" and searching Lexis ®2 and Westlaw ®3 . And even Google ®4 and Wikipedia 5 can answer legal questions for them, albeit with less than perfect reliability. While you are asking that elegant Socratic question, they are reading an appellate opinion that had not been published when class began. Some of your peers -and rivals -are doing the same. You have to run as fast as you can just to stay in place. 6 [Professor John Duffy] has moved the law, in profoundly important ways, by resorting directly to electronic media and without waiting for the conventional distribution networks for legal scholarship to complete their important but often excruciatingly slow work. Are Administrative Patent Judges Unconstitutional? originally appeared on a patent law blog. The SSRN [Social Science Research Network 7 ] version of this paper is so fresh that as of this writing, it has yet to clear SSRN's internal review process and thereby to appear on Professor Duffy's SSRN author page. Even in this raw form, it has already caught the eye of the New York Times and undoubtedly will draw more attention as the controversy deepens. This paper epitomizes the legal academy at its best: making sound, persuasive arguments on issues that matter and thereby changing the world through law.
You do not want to be the scholar in "the old joke about the scholar who finished his definitive, multivolume treatise on federal common law the year Erie was decided." 9 You may be too old to find the Internet natural. Perhaps you did not grow up with the World Wide Web (hereinafter "Web"), Twitter ®10 , or YouTube ®11 . Confronting Westlaw ®12 and Lexis ® terminals and rolling through spools of microfilm were revolutionary enough when I was in law school 13 . Now we must force ourselves to learn how to use the Internet tools that have accelerated current awareness to the point of seeming madness. It is difficult, confusing, frustrating -and so, so important.
This paper attempts to smooth your path towards online awareness sanity in the Twenty-First Century. It assumes that you have some facility at using basic Internet programs, including a web browser and email. It describes some of the new tools, shows you how to use them, and recommends some specific online resources. Unless otherwise specified, each link is to the source for an online resource or the "download" page for a program. Lists are in alphabetical order, not in any order of preference.
Some heuristics
I suggest six rules of thumb for maintaining some semblance of control over the flow of information that can inundate your computer desktop and your brain:
First, use the tools that are available to you. The programs I discuss below, together with email programs and web browsers, have features that allow you to select, sort, file, and find items of information. You cannot do this using only your "wetware" (brain). Furthermore, in choosing which tools to use you need to examine whether they are easy for you to use and if they do all the things you need them to do.
Second, rely on the expertise of others to reduce the chaff. There are smart people out there dedicated to sifting through many sources to select information relevant to you. Their interests will never align perfectly with yours, but they will winnow out much that is off topic and find useful nuggets of information from sources that are a poor use of your time to monitor yourself. They will also miss some things you would like to see. The risks of false negatives (missing something useful) and false positives (receiving useless junk) are more than outweighed by the benefits of others' editorial intelligence. you find something new and are unsure as to its value, place it in a folder or tag it as "audition" or "evaluate" until you are sure. If you are not getting useful information from a source, delete it.
Fifth, review your incoming information every work day. If you fall behind, you will be intimidated. If you get too far behind, declare "bankruptcy" and mark everything as read even if you haven't read them. Anything really important will appear again or you will receive it from another source 15 . It is important that you not feel overwhelmed.
Sixth and perhaps most important, use the delete button. Use it early and use it often. If an item is not important to you, get rid of it. If it might be useful in the future, use a program that stores and organizes your notes 16 .
Electronic mailing lists
An electronic mailing list is an email system that sends the same information to multiple Internet users. 17 It is analogous to a physical mailing list -a list of names and addresses -that might be used by an organization to send common correspondence to its members or customers. The real time saver at the sending end is the name you can attach to a list, called a "reflector", a single email address that causes the sender's computer to send a copy of a message to all of the people on the list ("subscribers"). You may also see an electronic mailing list called a "dlist" (short for "distribution list"), an "electronic newsletter", or a For these links to work (when they work -sometimes one service or the other does not in fact have the article), you need to have already logged on to the services.
An even more useful part of the CILP services is "SmartCILP". Each user can set up a personal weekly email of new CILP entries selected by subject and publication 23 .
Online repositories
In the last decade scholars have begun placing articles in electronic repositories, often before the articles appear in print. As seen in the quotation at note 8 above, such articles may be the leading edge of a new perspective. For legal writing, the two major electronic repositories are bepress A different sort of online repository can be found at Lexology 29 , from the Association of Corporate Counsel. Lexology takes newsletters from several hundred law firms, breaks down the content into separate articles, tags the articles by subject matter, and provides them as a daily email message or as an RSS feed 30 . You chose the subjects about which you want to be informed; the subjects are limited to businessrelated issues. Each item links back to the original newsletter from which it came. It's not the most current information, but it often gives you analyses of unreported trial court and administrative decisions at the leading edge of change.
Monitoring blogs
A "blog" (short for "web log") is a sort of online diary, where authorized people publish ("post") entries ("posts") on a web page. A blog's latest post is at the top of the column of posts, or each post may appear on a separate web page, or both. Blogs may or may not authorize others to comment on posts, and posts may or may not be labeled ("tagged") with one or more subject descriptions to make searching for them easier. If posts are tagged, they can be found by searching on subject word even if that word does not appear in the post itself. For a visual and aural description of blogs, see the three minute movie "Blogs in Plain English" online.
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Why are blogs important to law professors? Blogs have become the leading medium for disseminating information from many contributors to many information consumers because they are fast, cheap, easy, and selective. A blog may have a single author 32 or a large stable of writers 33 . It may appeal to a very few specialists 34 or a large general audience 35 . Remember the quip that "Freedom of the press is guaranteed only to those who own one"
36
? Now everyone with a computer and online access owns a "press." With the existence of online services that offer free or nearly free blog hosting 37 , everyone can be a publisher. Publishing is now creativity-and labor-intensive rather than capital-intensive. Even law professors can afford it. Publishing a blog is easy -the computer and software do most of the formatting and presentation work. Once it is set up, the author just types in a box on an online form and clicks a button to post. Comments -responses to a post or to other comments -are just as easy, making for near-realtime online debates. Authors can choose to write about specific subjects 38 , about the universe in general, or about anything in between.
The prime motivators for the popularity of blogs are speed and specialization. Readers can find out about events as they happen, and authors can comment on those events almost as quickly. With their selectiv-ity, specialized blogs can be found by specifically interested readers 39 . Authors can identify events of interest to their specialized readership that those readers may not detect on their own.
RSS
In that subset of the universe called the law, there are hundreds of "blawgs". Publishers include law schools, law reviews, law professors, interest organizations, law firm consortia, law firms, individual attorneys, and traditional print publishers. It would be impossible to surf from blog to blog and try to keep up. The Internet has a solution for managing this flow of information: "RSS" (originally meaning "RDF Site Summary" but now it doesn't matter). 40 Current blogging software can take posts and make them available automatically to people online who wish to receive them. The stream of posts from a particular source is called a "feed," analogous to a news feed in journalism. The recipient's software is called a "feedreader." One "subscribes" to a feed using a feedreader. The recipient sees posts from selected feeds within moments of posting. For a visual and aural description of RSS, see the four minute movie "RSS in Plain English" online. 41 
Feedreaders
As indicated in the movie cited above, you use a feedreader to monitor your RSS feeds. Microsoft ("MS") Outlook (2007 and later) 42 , Mozilla Thunderbird, and several other stand-alone email programs incorporate basic feedreaders. These programs create an email folder in which your RSS feed items appear like email messages. They have limited sorting, tagging, and formatting capabilities.
More advanced feedreaders allow you to group feeds, sort items, tag and save items with labels of your choice, and view items in a variety of formats (e.g., caption only, first few lines, entire item). They are either based on specialized web sites or are stand-alone programs:
• Bloglines 43 , web based,
• FeedDemon
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, which requires downloading and installing a free program, • Google Reader 45 , also web based, or
• NetNewsWire 46 , for Mac, iPad, or iPhone -advertising-supported or small one-time fee.
An advantage of web-based feedreaders is that your list of feeds follows you from computer to computer.
What blogs should you monitor?
Below are some recommended blogs. Remember that these are tools for you to use, and not to use you. Only you can decide if you are getting something valuable from an online resource. If you are not getting useful information from a source, delete it.
Legal news
A law professor should subscribe to a general legal news blog, such as: You probably don't need more than one or two of these, because they cover much the same stories. Each has its advantages and disadvantages -and its own attitude. I suggest subscribing to all of them for a few weeks and then choosing those most useful to you.
Teaching law
Several online resources discuss the teaching of law. I recommend that each person who teaches law or supervises the teaching of law subscribe to the following for a few weeks: .
After a few weeks, evaluate each blog. If you get nothing useful or interesting from a resource, delete it.
Broad appellate coverage
There are several blogs that identify important appellate decisions from across the legal subject matter spectrum, including:
• Other alert systems Most 82 major online legal publishers have one or more systems for generating alerts from search results or other news.
• Bloomberg 83 provides alerts to new litigation and "active case monitors". The former work from searches and notify you when sources relating to your search are added or updated. The latter are targeted at a specific matter and notify you of any new filings in that matter.
• Intelliconnect 84 (Wolters Kluwer). Tracker News works from selected topics. "Trackers"
can be emailed to you every morning or fed by RSS. You may follow as many topics as you like. You may either accept the default configuration or refine the scope to some degree.
• HeinOnline 85 provides email alerts through MyHein feature that will tell you when a journal or other resource is updated. 86 It appears that Hein intends to add further alert capabilities in the future.
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• Lexis. As of the writing of this article, the law school version of Lexis has an alert system based on searches. You can create alerts from searches or from Shepard's ® . 88 To create an alert from a search, run the search and when it is giving you the results you want, click the "Save as Alert" link. On the default law school start page 89 , there is a tab labeled "Alerts" at which you can manage your alerts. I have been running a test Lexis alert for several months and have found it less than satisfactory. The items it reports are between six months to three years old. 
